Record Group 5 – Series 145 International Education

These materials were accessioned in December 2004 from Dr. Shirley Wagner, Academic Affairs Office. Some materials were from the Department of Graduate & Continuing Education. However, since services provided by the International Education Office have been transferred from the DGCE to Academic Affairs, it was decided to place such extant records in the Academic Affairs record group. Materials date from the mid-1990s and include programs in Bermuda; Haiti; Innsbruck; Ireland; Nicaragua; Project Harmony; Rybinsk, Russia; St, Kitts and Nevins; Rochester[Taiwan] International; Tianjin Medical University; Vinnytsia, Ukraine; Vivekananda School, Hyderabad, India.

Box 1 – Bermuda, 1994-1995

Haiti, 1993
  Memorandum of Agreement
  Correspondence

Innsbruck, Austria- Correspondence 1984-1984
  - Correspondence 1993-1994
  -

Ireland – University of Galway, University of Ulster
  Exchange Agreement 1995

Nicaragua, 1992-1996
  MEd program in Education-FSC/MED/Colegio Amricano-Nicaraguense
  Memorandum of Agreement
  Accounts & Budgets
  Continuing Education Pool
  Course Request Forms, 1993-1996

Project Harmony – 1996-1997

Rybinsk, Russia, 1990
  Exchange Agreement

St. Kitts and Nevins, 1993
  Exchange Agreement
Rochester [Taiwan] International, Taipei, Taiwan
Correspondence – Vincent Chung 1994
Correspondence – Paula Lin 1995
Agreement 1992 and Program Structure
Faculty Contracts/Syllabus/Schedules

Vivekananda School, Hyderabad, India, 1997
Photograph album – FSC representatives and graduates, c1997?, extended campus
Andhra Pradesh: land of unlimited business opportunities – promotional booklet

Box 2 Gifts
Vinnytsia, Ukraine [Public Health Group] 2003
Gifts to College – Pig in bag
Ukraine doll – female, male
Pictures and postcards
Booklet 1892-2002
Wood painting
Red square box
White/grey/black square box
Tablecloth or fabric with designs
Blue & yellow flag
Books – green hardcover; red ‘Ukraine’ hardcover
Donetsk National Technical University –
DVD unopened
Donetsk State Department of Science and Higher Education, Tatiana Malynenko, VHS tapes (2)

Georgia (Russia) – c2004
Plaque, octagonal, Ukraine
“Discover Georgia” PC CD-ROM NeoMedia Digital Encyclopedia on Georgia
Small animal horn, decorated, 6”
Terracotta plaque, “Old Tbilisi”
Small horn with silver decoration, 8 1/2”
Marble desk plaque attached to stand, inland silver decoration, 3 ½” diameter
Georgian alphabet, ceramic plaque

Box 3 From Dr. Shirley Wagner
Vivekananda School, Hyderabad, India – Bronze bust Swami Vivekananda
Kyrgyz Republic-Reference Guide for Tour Operators
Greeting card
Decorative glass bottle in red case
White porcelain mug with white flowers
Toy elephant, fabric, colored blanket covering head & trunk; 4”X3”
Silver drinking vessel with cover in cup holder
Silver replica Taj Mahal resting on purple base, plexi-glass cover 6X6X7”; one
    Time illuminated; wire cut – rec’d as such 2006
Wheatstraw Pictures (dist. by Chinese Intn’l Book Trading Corp) in folder

Flowers and insects [Chinese motif] silk? 81/2x11”
Woman and melons, pineapple on table watercolor on cloth. 6x8”,
    Yellow/red/black skirt with headband.
Gibbs Hill Lighthouse, by Dana Higginbotham, 4x6”, framed watercolor,
    Signed by artist.
Moghul (?) warrior on horseback. Dark brown and camel color leather,
    10x14”, attached to frame by leather straps

Box 4  Books

Pamphlets and books, gifts to Dr. Michele Zide and Dr. Robert McGuire,
    Signed by H. N. Jana, 6/15/1998

2 Books, gifts to Dr. Nowotny, Signed by Yitai Tsuei, 11/3/1994